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C-Store Still Not Equipped to AcGept Dining Dollars

Notebook

BY JONATHON WOODS
Contributing Writer

•

Despite opening to fanfare fron1 students earlier
this semester, the C-Store,
the new convenience store
in the Blackburn Center,
has left some Howard
Universit) students disappointed. One reason
is that Student Life and
Activities has yet to purchase an $11,000 machine
that would allow the store
to accept Dining Dollars.
At the opening of the
C-Store last month, The
Hilltop reported that the
C-Store would be accepting Dining Dollars "soon,"
according
to
Tonya
Guillory, dean of Student
Life and Activities.
Ho,vever, weeks after
its opening, Student Life
and Activities has yet to
purchase the computer,
which would allow the use
of Dining Dollars in the
store.
Though she did not
give a specific date for when
the machine would be pur-

CAMrus
EATING RIGHT
ON CAMPUS
WHAT ARE STUDENTS
EATING? HEALTHY FOOD
IS HARD TO COME BY ON
A LIMITED BUDGET, AND
MANY ARE CHOOSING
JUNK FOOD OVER FRUIT
AND WATER.
PAGE ...

BIZ & T'"'.CH

CELLPHONE
SERVICE
WHATS YOUR CELL PHONE
COMPANY'S HOT SPOT?
ON CAMPUS. iHAT IS
CHECK OUT BIZ & TECH
FOR MORE ON GETIING
GOOD, AHEM, SERVICE.
PAGES
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A computer costing $11.000 Is needed to allow the Blackburn convenience store
to accept Dining Dollars. Dean Tonya Gulllory of Student Life and Activities
says ordering the Item as soon as possible Is a top priority.
chased, Dean Guillory said
it is a lop priority.
"Yes we understand
the need of the students to
have Dining Dollars, and it
\vill happen, .. Dean Guillory
said.
As Dean Guillory works
to have the n1achine purchased, inany students continue to avoid inaking pur-

KENNETH
BROWN!
BISON MEN'S TENNIS PLAYER KENNETH BROWN HAS
MADE ACCOMPLISHMENTS
IN HIS SPORT. CHECK OUT
THE SPORTS SECTION TO
READ MORE.
PAGE9

Despite some screen issues, students
are excited about carrying more music
in a smaller, sleeker machine.
sions of the iPods. Users
Contributing Writer
can click the wheel to fastforward, rc,,ind, play,
It's sleek, it's compact, pause or access 111e1 us.
and it holds i.ooo songs.
!\-like, a sales associate
-r.1ke ,·ve1 •th•ng you ion:. at Best Uuy in .P.otontac
about your iPod and shrink Yard, \'a., said the 1nain
it, then shrink it again," difference beh\'een the
said Apple Computers, Inc Nano and the iPod Mini
official website. The new- is the weight of the Nano
est version of the iPod, the and the color screen.
iPod Nano, is pencil-thin,
Although the color
yet contains all the fea- screen inakes the Nano
tures of its predecessor. stand out, a defect in
The Nano was released on "less than one-tenth of 1
Sept. 6 and has con1pletely percent" of the iPod has
renlaccd the iPod Mini.
custmners c01nplaining.
The Nano can hold According to UBL News,
up to three days worth of the fragility of the affect1nusic and can play for ed Nanos has n1adc broup to 14 hours between ken LCDs and scratched
battery charges. It dis- screens n1ore prevalent.
plays the album cover art
Accessories can be
in color for songs while added to the iPod Nano
they play. The Nano also via the dock connector
holds photos, podcasts and headphone jack. "Of
and audiobooks.
course, in either si~nature
Apple's slogan stated, white or sleek l lack, iP'ld
"You can do it all \vithout Nano itself inak •s th ultilooking, but \vith an iPod mate accessory," Apple
this beautiful, who'd want said.
to?" The company is proThe iPod ~·nno can
moting the visual features hold up to 4GB of storage.
of the Nano, which include The Nano can hold up to
a s1nooth exterior \vith 25,000 photos, has comthe click wheel selection
button from previous ver- See NANO, Page A6

Continues Howard Tradition
BY KEVIN HARRIS
Senior Managing Editor

Since its founding,
Howard University has
prided itself 011 helping to
de,·elop some of the brightest black minds the world,
and certainly the United
States has ever seen.
Atlanta Mayor Shirley
Franklin has proven to be
one of the many Howard
alu1ns whose life's work
has en1bodied the Howard
legacy.
Since being sworn
into office tour years ago,
Franklin's leadership and
straight talk stressing
transparency and accountability in government has
transfonned Atlanta into
one of the fastest-growing
cities in lhe South.
Though some tiine has
passed since she walked the
r;rounds of Howard's campus as a student during the
1960s, Franklin says she
ren1en1bers her time here
well and credits Howard
\\ith helping to build the
foundation that made her
into a leader.
..I loved Howard and
still do," said Franklin in an

governn1ent.
Just this year, Time
magazine named Franklin
one of the "Five Best Big
City Mayors" in America.
She has also been aw·.irded the prestigious "Profile
in Courage A\vard" from
the John F. Kennedy
Foundation, in recognition
of her work to restore fiscal responsibility to Atlanta
and strengthen ethics in
• go"ernn1ent.
Being recognized by
the Kennedy Foundation
"~as a bittersweet 1non 1ent
for Franklin, who has said
over the years that it was
President Kennedy who
"""'ocourt.-> ........,kio1..,, n1ost influenced her dcciHoward alumna and Atlanta Mayor, Shirley Franklin.
sion to spend her life working in public service.
interview with The Hilltop. by the fact that the school
"President
Kennedy
"Howard allowed n1e to sits in the city. It really was a figure in Anlerican
take a 'vide range of cours- added to the experience. I history who really led the
es. I enjoyed being in class remember hearing Nancy nation thr'lugh 1 turning
and being engaged with the Wilson, Roberta Flack and point," she said. "He and
other students who were John Coltrane all on cam- others at the time really
smart and so diverse in pus.... I had a great experi- got me excited about what
their opinions ...
ence both on campus and young people could do and
Franklin added that off." The University award- to realize the power they
Howard's urban setting ed Franklin an honorary had.''
also enriched her experi- degree in 2002, one of the
As she gears up to run
ences here, especially out- many awards Franklin has for a second term in 2006,
side of the classroom. "My received since taking the
...
time there was enhanced reins of the Atlanta city See FRANKLIN, Page A6
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General Assembly Plans Meeting at Law School

HU CALENDAR
OCT3
DEADLINE FOR STUDENTS
CHECKING OUT OF RESIDENCE HALLS TO RECEIVE
50% REFUND OF HOUSING
CHARGES
OCT7
PRELIMINARY 1:.NROU:MENT CENSUS DATE

WEATHER
THURSDAY: SUNNY

HIGH: 80, LOW: 65
'~DEY

CAMPUS
NATION & WORLD
BUSINESS &TECHNOLOGY
ED. &PERSPECTIVES
LIFE &STYLE
SPORTS

was clear earlier this week
when Chenier stood in the
entrance of the store and
randomly asked students
what changes they'd like
to see in the convenience
store.
"If we had ice cream
would you buy it," he asked
one student, who yelled
back "if you took Dining

dents want will be gradually phased inlo the store.
Although there are
shelves that remain empty,
Chenier insists that the
store \vill continue to grow
and that students' suggestions are welco1ned
..The students should
be very excited about what
the store has to offer," said
Dean Guillory. 'There are
many new things that \viii
happen in the store."
Staff responsible for
the store insists that the CStore will continue to sur,·ey students and improve
the quality of the store.
Other universities like
George Washington and
The Catholic University of
An1erica already have convenience stores in their
student centers. Blackburn
Director McLeod said the
C-Store \vill evolve to be
similar to those other universities.
The Blackburn C-Store
is open Monday through
Friday from 11 a.m. to 4:45
p.m.

iPod Nano Debuts Atlanta Mayor Shirley Franklin
BY CARLA THOMAS

SPORTS

chases in the store. "I don't
go there because, they don't
accept dining dollars," said
Trinity Leflore, pre-physical therapy major.
Spencer Chenier, manager of the C-Store, said
that he has heard from students who say it would be
helpful if the store accepted Dining Dollars. This

Dollars."
Not all students mind
the fact that the store
doesn't accept Dining
Dollars and feel that the
store is still a good thing.
"The store is vel'} convenient," said freshman theatre arts n1ajor Sharell
Jarvis, "instead of walking
all the way to the store [off
campus] for 5omething
small you need."
Dining Dollars are
funds placed into an
account that can be used
in select stores and restaurants throughout campus.
The money is accessed
using a student's ID.
In addition to accepting Dining Dollars, students also say they would
like the store to offer more
variety. Currently the store
is partially full 'vith snacks
like candy, granola bars,
chips and some toiletry
items including Advil and
deodorant.
Roberta
McLeod,
director of the Blackburn
Center, said items that stu-

2
4
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BY CHRISTINA M. WRIGHT

student concerns and constitutional review.
There arc five cmnThe Howard University mittees within GA: the
General Assen1bly 'vill 1neet Constitutional
Review
today at the Law School Committee, the Student
for the first time ever, in Advocacy
Committee,
an effort to make it easier the External Aftairs and
for students to attend GA University
Relations
events.
Committee, the. Finance
"We are trying to make Committee
and
the
sure all of our meetings tai- Elections Committee.
lored to our constituents,"
Topics discussed dursaid Rory Scott, a senior ing meetings include the
information systems major Howard University Student
and General Assembly Association budget, fundchairman. "We want to ing for organizations and
be able to get to our stu- concerns brought forth by
dents."
the student body.
The G 'neral Assembly
Me1nbers of General
is made up of members of Assembly stre. ·sed that stuboth the Undergraduate dents should bring their
Student Assembly and the concerns to their attention
Graduate School Assembly. either on paper or by makIts purpose is to address ing a personal appearance

Campus Editor

"All of your problems may not
get resolved, but if you bring it to
General Assembly, you will have
official backing."
- Arnita Hayden, Undergraduate Director of Grievances

at GA meetings.
Arnita
Hayden,
Undergraduate Director of
Grievances, said she has
heard students discussing
problems and when she
proposes that they file an
official grievance, "they just
don't want to do it."
"All of your problems
may not get resolved, but
at least, if you bring it to
General Asse1nbly, you
will have official backing,"

Hayden said.
To file a grievance, students may attend General
Assembly meetings and
express their concerns,
or they may fill out an
official grievance form.
There are three different
capacities that deal with
grievances: the Student
Advocacy Committee, the
Undergraduate
Director
of Grievances and the
Grievance Co1111nittee. No

matter which way a person files, the grievance
will eventually have to be
officially filed through the
paper process.
"Depending on what
the grievance is, there are
different procedures to deal
with them," Hayden said.
Students said they did
not know that the General
Assembly dealt with student concerns.
"I have had so many
problems and never even
thought
about
bringing it before the General
Assembly," said Lindsey
Benton, sophomore dance
major. "But I 'viii be sure
to use the service for now
on."
Both Hayden and
Phillip Pratt, Graduate
Director of Grievances, 'vill

be at tonight's meeting to
address any concerns.
At its last meeting, the
General Assembly voled
in the budget proposed by
HUSA.
"[HUSA] brought forth
the programs that they had
planned and worked on
during the summer," Scott
said. "They submitted it and
it was approved by GA."
General
Assembly
meetings will be held at
various Howard campuses
throughout the year.
The next meeting will
be held at the Medical
School before moving to the
School of Divinity. Today's
n1eeting, the second one of
the year, 'vill be held at 7
p.111. in Classroo1n Three on
the main level of the Law
Campus.
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triton is all relative to a typical college student. African A1nerican literature. Spanish III. College Algebra. Meetings. Dance
lessons. Footboall practic '.Softball games. Nutrition? l.Yhat is this concept you speak of? Evenhcally, all students r11ustful.fill the
gT'llmbling in thei1· tummies. lhe question is: Arc they filling it with the "right''foods or just something that see1n~ the most con
uienient? The Campus Section 1s taking a look into tire different college lives to find out where 11utritio11falls in their priorities.

The General Student

r

f

he U.S. Department
of Agriculture recently
retired the old food pyramid guide and it has been
replaced by a new food guidance
system called MyPyramid.
MyPyramid
recon1mends
consuming five food groups·
grains, vegetables, fruits, nlilk,
and meat and beans, but it is
personalized according to sex,
age, and activity level.
Priorities prevent students
from taking nutrition into consideration.
"It takes a lot of tinle to get
the recommended amount offood
from each group," said Lawrence
Goodwin, a sophomore legal communications maJor. Ml usually eat
on the go."
Ashleigh Menzies, sophomore
Spanish major said nutrition is
important to her.
"fm always trying to stay
healthy, but its hard to have good
nutrition habits sometinles when
you're eating in the cafe and eating
fast food," said Menzies.
Dining areas on campus try to
take students' nutritional health
into consideration when they prepare their food. Alisa Jackson
Gray, retail brand manager of the
Punchout, said the food served is
beneficial to student health.
"Our food has a lot of protein in it, particularly the pizzas.
Protein is nutritious and important for your health," she said.
The USDA recommends 50
grams of protein. The cheese
pizza served at Pandini's contains
38 grams of protein and the pepperoni pizza has 47 grams of protein.
Mohammed K. Abdelilah,
director of operations for Sodexho
at Howard, also said U1e Punchout
is a great place to get all five food
groups.
'The Punchout serves balanced meals including multigrain
bread, fresh salads, and black
angus burgers which is top quality beef and contains less fat than
other beef," said Abdelilah.

The Atheletic Student
thletes at Howard have
trying schedules and
nutrition play& a large
le in helping in them.
With team practices and conditional training added to a full
course load and other cxtra-curricular activities, maintaining a
healthy diet is key in successful
daily living for these players.
According to a nutrition fact
sheet provided by Profeswr/

HOWARD •••
.. ...do people cat chicken selects with buffalo sauce for dinner
everyday."
-Catherine McP!raul, sophomore business adn1i11. major
" ... do people consider the walk uphill to Burr the workout
and the treadmills the cooldo\vn."
·Nicole Edwards,junior public relations n1ajor
.....do people consider their five daily fruits to be five bottles of
fruit works from the vending nlachine."
-Amanda Ne111hard.junio1· broadcastjoun1alis111111ajor
.....do you see people eating at Subway because its the
healthier choice on Georgia Ave but tlley get a cheesesteak
with 8 cookies."
- Lindsey Harkins,junior psychology major
" ... is there fried chicken in everything."
-Khalila Jenki11:;,ju11ior education major
·· ... can you get a full coun;e meal fro1n the street vendors in
front of the school of Business ...
Q11i11to11 Reed, sophomore fibn production 111ajor

'tA)ll (;Uli.itn1.

~ntnr Photo

t'dilnr

Students around campus fight busy work and class schedules to keep up their nutritious lives.
The food pyramid has been changed to reflect the right food Intakes for specific Individuals.

trainer Charmil Spooner of the
Health Human Perfonnance and
Leisure Studies, a balanced diet
for an athlete included eating five
tinles a day, consuming low-fat
dairy products, and lean protein.
Jason Trotter, junior Biology/
Pre-Med major and men1bcr of
the Howard University 1nen's baskctball tcan1 said that he attempts
to follow the nutrition guidelines
and food ad\'ice as much as possible to stay fit
"For breakfast alone I ha,·e
three eggs, six strips of bacon, a
bowl ofoatmeal, two bananas, two
cups of apple juice, and two cups
of water," Trotter said.
As a basketball player, Trotter
and his teanunates have certain
foods that they are not allowed to
eat, that are cons1de -ed ui :healthy
or not good tor their nutrition.
"We can't have soda or fried
food. They urge us to eat a lot of
foods like potatoes and bread that
carry carbohydrates and protein,"
Trotter said.
\Vhile claiming to eat at least
a half of chicken plus four sides
as well as a large constm1ption of
juice and water, Trotter s.1id that
the large ainount of food winds up
balanl'ing out.
"\\'c eat a lot of food, but we
also work out twice a day so we
burn a lot ofit off," Trotter said, "It
balances itself out in the end."
For gan1es, athletes have
specific nleal plans of nutrition
designed to make sure U1ey get
their healthy share.
"I try to eat a lot of vegetables the night before grunes

if not everyday as well as some
kind of carbohydrate," said Derek
Jackson, sophomore mechanical
engineering major and member of
the Lacrosse team.

The Dancing Student
.._.,..ile watching a
beautiful
dancer
glide across the
dance floor one
may wonder what makes him or
her appear light as a feather. Their
leaps never cause a loud thwnp,
and their bodies always look
perfect in their given costumes.
However, how many of those
dancers have achieved their figures the healthy way?
The Nutrition of dancers
has varied throughout the years
front extrc111ely healthy diet.c: to os
unhealthy as s1noking cigarettes
to maintail1 their slender figure.
"Black women naturally have
more curve, so the very skinny ballet look is almost impossible for us
to obtain unless we do some very
unhealthy things,·· said Ayahanna
Gordan, junior nursing major .
One thing that dancers do
to nlaintain their weight is crash
diets. For exrunple, eating vel)
unhealU1y n1cals at least once <i.
day and then starving for the rest
of the day. Another method is eating candy, or sweet food to spoil
the appetite and drink lots of fluids to 1nake U1e body feel full.
"Most dancers are so into
their bodies being thin that they
forget what's healthy for the body,
and they need that in order for the

body to be stronger," said Leah
Reynolds a dance nutrisitionist
and a dancer of twenty years.
A great deal of dancers suffer
from anorexia and bulimia.
"fve seen a lot of people fall
prey to the mental and physical
troubles that go along with eating disorders," said Cannen Byrd,
junior history major, who attended North Carolina School of The
Arts and has been active in the
dance world for over 8 years.
Some dancers turn to alternative methods of loss weight, anything to keep the weight down;
sometimes witll fatal consequences.
"You w·ould be surprised how
many deaths, strokes. and heart
attacks come from eating disorders,., said Reynolds. MI had one
girl come to n1e who took a laxative to loose weight, and one who
would boil cotton balls and eat
them to become full. The dance
world is so con1petitive that everyone is trying to be the best in every
area at any cost."
Some dance students said
dancing is 1nore itnportant tllan
an unhealthy diet.
"I try tu} best to eat as healthy
as possible to preserve my bod>."
said Tiffany \Vebb, a junior n1usical theatre niajor. "My body is a
part of my gift to dance, therefore
as dancers we can't abuse it by
eating disorders, or unhealthy eat. ,.
mg.

" ... would you eat tuna for breakfast , snack, lunch, snack,
and dinner for three days in a row."
- I-Vesley Ellis, senior history rnajor
"...do you get exctied when able to order a nwnber at
Mc Donalds because you just got paid, when, clearly you
should be spending the extra cash on groceries that will serve
as a well balanced 1neal."
- Danielle Jones, sopho111ore marketing major

Co1npiled By Campus Sta.ff

C-Ompiled by Shaena Hen1y.
Shanae Harris, and
Shayna Rudd

. A g~y 'i~ !th~ ; kife of...
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. ;:~~?~j;;.").i;~:.;,f~.,i~;,Lc: ·. : .: ;.- ·: ·. ·. a· N utritioits Nursing Student
BY MORGAN NEVILLES-MOORE
Hilltop Staff Writer

\\'hilc 1nany students are still
in bed, pushing the snooze button
for the second time, junior nursing
major Leslie Holmes is up and starting her day.
Holmes has classes all day, frmn
7:4oan1 until 4::3op1n back-to-back,
which is why she chooses to start her
day off right, with a healthy well-balanced breakfast.
"I usually cat ahout five tin1es a
day, breakfast and dinner being 1ny
two big rncals," Hohnes said.
For breakfast, Holmes usually
has cereal and fruit or a granola bar
and fruit.
"Fruit is one of my necessities,
if I can't eat a real meal I \Vant to at
least have son1e fruit,'' she said.
Lisa Tartamella-Kimmel, MS,
RD, a registered dietitian and outpatient nutrition coordinator at YaleNew Haven Hospital says college
students Jo not come close to meeting the reconunended five servings
of fruits and vegetables a day, their
diets also tend to be low in fiber and

high in artery-clogging saturated fat.
Holmes is definitely a student
who goes against the grain of what
statistics say of average young adults
living on a college ca1npus.
"It's not that hard to be healthy,"
she said. "I've always eaten right, so
it comes natural for inc but the onl}
real trick is to \\"Jtch how you shop.
You can't cat bad foods if you don't
buy the111."
Going fro111 class to class, Hohncs
occasionally packs snacks to take
with her on her husy days: <;nacks
being granola, soy chips, or pretzels,
not potato chips or candy which arc
either fried or high in salt and sugar.
"I tend to eat healthy because my
body doesn't feel right when I don't.
Packing my own snacks stops me
fro1n having to go to McDonalds or
any of the other artery clogging eateries on Georgia Ave.," Holmes said.
Holmes favorite class of the
day is Pharm.icology taught by Dr.
Schiavone.
"I love it, its not one of those
tedious rlasses that you dread getting up for I actually enjoy what 1'111
learning," she said .

Her longest dass is Therapeutic
Intervention Lab, which lasts ahout
four and a half hours.
"I basically always eat right before
this class. just so1nething to tide 1ne
over but not overdo it," Holmes said.
Dr. Tartmnella-Kimn1el suggests
that students cat sn1aller port ions,
cal fruit with every 111cal, do not skip
nleals, especially breakfast, and li1nit
late night eating and snacking.
"I don't think the tilne of day you
cat ic: all that nnportant, as long as
you arc eating the proper foods and
gt'tting 1'nough exercise," Holmes
said.
Holmes allocates about three
hours a day after her cla~scs for
studying, but still 1nanages to find
tin1e to workout for an hour five days
a week.
"It's not ilnpossible to be a student an<l be healthy too, it just lakes
work,~ she said. "l'\'e always eaten
healthy. l.\ly parents have just rcrcntly started to do the sa1ne. Don't get
inc \\Tong, I do ha\ e my titnes when I
slip; every now and then I want sonic
candy and ice crca111.'·
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HOWARD UNIVERSITY
,
LEADERSHIP FOR AMERICA AND
THE GLOBAL COMMUNITY
HOWARD U.NIVERSITY PRESIDENT,
H. PATRICK SWYGERT,
OFFICE OF THE VICE PROVOST FOR STUDENT
AFFAIRS AND THE 2005 HOMECOMING
STEERING COMMITIEE
AT

HO~

UN

REMINISCENCE
BUILD-TREASURE - RELIVE

TY

The Howard University 2005
Catering Guide and Special
Fu ction Sheet is now
available online at
www.howard.edu/dining
••• •

Sode.Xho

CORDIALLY INVITE THE UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY
'
TO THE SECOND ANNUAL UNVEILING CEREMONY
OF THE COMMEMORATIVE BUTTON, POSTER AND
ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE 2005 HOMECOMING
AMBASSADORS AND GRAND MARSHALS ON
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 6, 2005
FROM 12:30 P.M. UNTIL 1:30 P.M. IN THE PUNCH OUT
MUSIC WILL BE PROVIDED BY "DJ SIXTH SENSE"
FROM 12:00 P.M. UNTIL 2:00 P.M.
THE UNIVERSITY WILL ALSO INTRODUCE
THE OFFICIAL HOMECOMING WRISTBANDS
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATIOi'I PLEASE CONTACT
MR. KEITH D. MILES AT 202,806,2650 OR
THE HOMECOMING STEERING COMMITTEE
AT 202,806,4510
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NSA is Coming to Your Campt1s!

U.S.AIR FORCE
UOU l"TO IHl P>JE

Join us and learn about NSA ... where intelligence goes to work.
You'll have the opportunity to talk with our recruiters, get to know
what life is like at NSA, and explore exciting career fields.

> Computer/Electrical Engineering

> Computer Science
> Mathematics
> Foreign Language

> Intelligence Analysis
> Cryptanalysis

> Signals Analysis
> Security
> Acquisition, Finance 8c Business Management

For full details, view our College/Career

Our scholarship covers tuition, textbooks and supplies and even gives you a monthly stipend for living

Fair Schedule on our Web site or visit your

expenses. But it's the experience you'll gain after graduation that sets this program apart. As an Air Force

Career Placement Office.

www.NSA.gov/Careers

dentist, you'll be in a supportive team environment where teaching and mentoring are ongoing. You'll

SECURING TOMORROW TODAY

have exposure to various specialties, and the weight of emergencies or difficult cases won't rest on your

U.S. citiz:nshlp is required. NSA.is an equal .opportunity employer. All applicants ror employment are considered without ~gard to race,

color, religion, sex. nallonal ori&1n, age. mental status. handicap. sexual orientation, or status as a parent.
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shoulders alone. For more information about our Health Professions Scholarship Program, call or
visit us on line.

l · 800· 588- 5260 • AIRFORCE.COM/HEALTHCARE
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The Blame Game: Jlresident Bush or Mayor Nagin
BY KAIA KARAMOKI
Contributing Writer

•

Though Hurricane Katrina
hit parts of the Gulf several
weeks ago, for New Orleans
Mayor Ray Nagin, the storm has
just begun.
Blame for the slow response
to the disaster has trickled down
from federal to local officials. An
article on Frontpagemagazinc.
com referred to Nagin as "the
mayor who failed his city."
Is Mayor Ray Nagin to
blame?
"It was out of his hands,"
said Kyana Crawford, a senior
physician's assistant major and
native of New Orleans. "Nagin
did, I believe, all he could have
done locally. Resources were
exhausted."
"\\'here was the government?" Crawford asked. 'This
was too colossal of a disaster
to not have reached the desk of
President Bush sooner."
Aside from who is to blame,
the crisis has also put a renewed
focus on poverty in America.
According to the U.S. Census
Bureau/American Community
Survey (ACS) for 2004, more
than 19 percent of Louisianans
were considered poor, far above
the national poverty rate ofabout
13 percent, and higher than the

poverty rate in all states except ogy major. "Nagin could at the
one, Mississippi.
most create federal programs
Since the late 1960s, the to cap the poverty issue in the
federal government has been N.0.-but these are the same
working with state and local programs that are in Bush's
officials in the region to find an budget cut."
effective solution to the faulty
Many natives and nonlevee systems.
natives are angry at the Bush
In May of 1995, due to a tor- administration and FEMA for
rential rainstorm that killed sLx their slow reactions and lack
people in Louisiana, Congress of leadership in regards to
created the Southeast Louisiana Hurricane Katrina.
Urban Flood Control Project
"It's preposterous that the
(SELA). But nothing match- levee systems down there were
es the damage of Hurricane not fixed prior to Hurricane
Katrina.
Katrina, but the government
Before Hurricane Katrina, lacks vision, so politicking to
Nagin had lobbied Congress on preserve the future is beyond
many occasions for the appropri- their wavelengths," said Ibn
ate financial support to fix New Pori Pitts, president of Black
Orleans defective levee system. Graphics International.
With the war in Iraq and other
Pitts believes that Nagin
concerns of the government, did what any mayor could have
Nagin's numerous requests fell done in such a situation, that
to the wayside.
Hurricane Katrina is truly an
"A 111ayor can only do so indescribable catastrophe and
much; unfortunately poverty that only early evacuation could
exists and 'vill continue to do have helped.
so," said Akila Hunte, junior bioThe criticism that Nagin
chemistry major, when asked is receiving is partly related to
about New Orleans poverty rate the evacuation of New Orleans.
in conjunction with Hurricane Declaring a city\vide evacuation
Katrina survivors.
involves a lot of activity. Daily
"Poverty is a universal enig- businesses are forced to close
ma that many have attempted and if the evacuation is in fact
to rectify and have only made not necessary the city can face
so many strides," said Rhonicia countless lawsuits. New Orleans
Douglas-Bland, senior psycho!- receives 1nany warnings of trop-
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Mayor Ray Nagln's handling of the devastatalon left by Hurricane Katrina has been questioned
along with President Bush and FEMA's slow response to the disaster.

ical storms, yet many do not
occur.
"Some of the criticism is
valid, and some of it is not," Pitts
said. "But it only takes a little bit
(to go wrong) for Nagin to get all
of (the blame)."
In national polls, the pub-

lie remains split on Nagin's
and Bush's performance. In an
America Online poll, 67 percent
of people said Bush did a better
job, while 33 percent said Nagin
performed greater.
'This is a national issue,"
said Olayiwyola Abegunrin, pro-

fessor of political science. "The
blame should not be limited to
local government. Local, state
and federal-the blame should
spread around, not just Nagin ."
~Though, I hope now that
the government is serious,"
Abegunrin said.

Scientists Relate Hurricanes to Global Warming
various studies.
'There's good evidence to show
Contnbuting Writer
The United States has experienced that Category 4 and 5 storms indeed
its share of natural disasters tlus year. are becoming more comn1on and a
Most destructive would be Hurricane bigger part of the overall pictures of
Katrina, which devastated many in the the hurricanes in the world," Kevin
Trenberth, a scientist at the National
Gulf.
So1ne view the hurricanes >vith Center for Atrnosphenc
political or religious viewpoi11ts. They Research, told ABC News.
feel these natural disastc rs .ire '~arll Trenbe1th attrihutes this
ings to commit to a better way of to the higher sea levels,
living and enforce stronger economic increased ocean ternlegislations.
However, scientists have proven
that global warming and hurricanes sphere.
"Trenberthcalculates
directly relate to one another.
The increase in C02 in the at1110· Hurricane Katrina was
sphere causes warmer cli1nate tem- stronger and du1npcd
pet atures to produce stronger hurri· an extra inch of rainfall
canes. \\'hile the two angles are con- because of global wanutroversial, they both present sufficient ing," AllC reported.
Many n1odern scicnand compelling reasoning.
Scientists have concluded that the tists support Trenberth's
recent massive hurricanes are inevi- stance.Hugh Willoughby,
table results of reckless hun1an activi- formerdirectorofhurricaneresearchat
ties, such as the overindulgences in oil the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
fuel 111achinery. ·n1ey argue that the Ad1ninist.ration, recently told ABC
intensities were predictable through News that government leaders should

BY AMBER C. WILLIAMS

pay close attention to the findings that
global warming \vill mean more rainfall in hurricanes.
Not everyone agrees with the
scientific findings of researchers.
Meteorologist Bill Gray does not
believe in the concept of global warm-

about that." He disputes the idea of coming.'' In addition, it states that
global \\.'arming being the cause of '"Dr. Hansen overestimated [global
stronger hurricanes. Gray is not alone warming] by 300 percent," a referin his position either.
ence to a i988 prediction made before
Michael Crichton, author of the Congress by Jim Hansen, vice presinovel "Jurassic Park," addressed the dent of Research of Health Industry
issue of global "·arming in a recent Insights.
work of fiction entitled
According to ABC, Crichton
"State of Fear... The said uenvironmentnl organi7..ations
novel speaks to the nre forncnting fnlse fears in order to
battle of eco-terror- pron1otc agendas and raise 1noney."
ists across the world. Crichton goes on to say that he agrees
that the cli111ate is gc~tting wanner, but
that researchers exaggerate the notion
of global wanning to of global warming to increase go' ernignite fear inA1nericans n1ent grants and funding.
in hopes of reducing
While the issue of global \\'"anning
hannful cnvironn1ental and its effects rc1nain controversial,
dan1agcs.
the general ideas behind reduction
The book touch· rcn1mn vital, according to resc.JrchBill Gray, Meteorotogtst cs on n1nny
issut><; ers who advocate p1otccting env1ronlhe country has been n1ent.al conditions to ensure a healthy
addressing for years. global future.
1
It also characterizes
\ \ hcther global wanning is the
ing in any way. "The hun1ans aren't son1e state1nents made by previous actual cause of the recent wtas trophic
doing it,'' he said. "It's n<lture and it researchers as inaccurat·ics. ·n1e book hurricanes, it still presents problc1ns
is the nature that's causing all these clnin1s that "in the 1970s, all the cli- in ntunerous areas nnd will re1nain an
changes, and we can't do an}thing 1nate scientists believed an ice age was international concern.

"It's nature and 1't i's the

~:~~~=~o~~~ ;~~r:t~~~

* •

nature that's causing all
:;~~~~=:~stsa~~e ~~~rj~~~;
th ese c hanges, and we can 't
do anything about that."

Government Cuts Spending on Programs
BY AMBER C. WILLIAMS
Contributing Writer

The disasters created by
Hurricanes Katrina and Rita have
enlightened some Americans
about the country's impoverished population, but questions
have bf'en raised about the federal government's choice of program spending cuts.
The government has cut
funding to Medicaid, health care
and other programs in the name
of rebuilding the Gulf Coast.
While sufficient funding is
needed to restore the disaster
areas, many feel welfare programs are not the only monetary
resource.
However, the issue of necessity and priority arises. While
the cuts may seem detrimental
now, they were not specified to
be permanent. Their niain purpose is to aid in the immediate
reconstruction of New Orleans.
Some disagree with how
the financial aspects are being
handled.
Political Science professor
John Davis views the cuts as
hypocritical when considering
the national effect they will have
on the nations poor. "Naturally
others will suffer," Davis predicts, "but the nation views the

Phol;.>Cour1<"~ """ " 'n!o--'m

After Hurricane Katrina left many people devastated In the Gulf Coast, It placed the Issue of poverty and accesslblllty on the
national agenda. Some question whether the government Is cutting programs that exist to help other low-Income people.

rebuilding of New Orleans as a
top priority." He said that he
would like to see an elimination
of the previous tax cut. He feels
that health-care benefits and
Medicaid should remain intact.
"The funds are being cut
in aid in what the nation sees

as priority," Davis said. "First
being the war in Iraq, and second, the disaster areas of the
Gulf Coast."
Con1n1unications law professor John VI/. Davis also agrees
with the elimination of the prior
tax cut. "The trillion dollar tax

cut should be repealed and the
excess funds could be used to
rebuild New Orleans," Davis
said. He argues that other areas
could better \vithstand financial
cuts.
"The country could build
fewer nuclear weapons," he

said. "This is a political debate,
not an economic debate." Davis
believes the issues should lie
directly in redistribution rather
than in political agendas
President Bush has already
suspended the Davis Bacon Act,

which requires contractors to
pay the average wages to workers in that region. By suspending the contract, Bush is looking
to speed up the reconstruction
in New Orleans by reducing construction costs.
According to the Washington
Post, Bush justifies the ~uspen
sion by arguing that it ""will
result in greater assistance to
these devastated communities
and will permit the employment of thousands of additional
individuals." Bush feels that this
suspension is necessary because
of the national emergency.
Rep. George Miller of
California, who is also the ranking De111ocrat on the House
Committee on Education and
the Workforce, accused Bush
of "using the devastation of
Hurricane Katrina to cut the
wages of people desperately
trying to rebuild their lives and
their communities," according
to the Washington Post.
Political experts disagree
'vith how the recovery efforts
should be handled. Any form of
legislative action will affect citizens across the nation. The consensus is that the affected areas
\vill require in1mediate attention
regardless of how it is rendered.
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Wal-Mart Workers Suing Over Break .T ime, Pay
BY MONICA HARRIS
Contnbuttng Wnter

Wal-Mart is currently
involved in a class action lawsuit
with 116,000 of its California
employees.
The world's top grossing
retail company is accused of not
allowing workers lunch breaks,
forcing them to work over time
without being compensated
accordingly, as well as paying male employees more than
females. TI1ere are also 40 other
cases against Wal-Mart nation
wide for similar allegations.
The Union Tribune reported
about a related case in 2000,
"Wai-Mart settled a lawsuit in
Colorado for $so million that
contains similar allegations to
California's class action."
The money from the settlement was separated among the
69,000 former and current WalMart employees involved in the
case.
"That is by no means enough
money," said Sharrie McFarlane,
a sophomore speech pathology
major. "Many of those people
were victims of that for years
and have families to take care
of. A few hundred dollars does

school worked there and never
had a complaint about it. They
thought it was great-- being only
16 and 1naking almost nine dollars an hour made then1 quite
happy," said sophomore Amber
Brown. "However being an adult
1-Hr. Photo
trying to make a living workPharmacy
Optlcal
ing at Wal-Mart is probably very
hard," said the public relations
major.
Wal-Mart is not the only
retail store accused of withholding overtime pay and lunch
breaks. Students in the Howard
University community work for
local grocery stores, restaurants,
retail stores and the have had
similar problems of their own.
" I spent many nights after
hours at the Gap, after I had
Arion \\'lllt•.MalT Ph<>toitroph<r
clocked out," said Ava Wilson,
Wal-Mart employees accuse the world's largest chain store of with-holding lunch breaks and compensation for over time.
a sophomore African American
not suffice."
chains in the world, they should company like Wal-Mart of
However, it is apparent that studies major. '!hey wouldn't
Like McFadane, other stu- be able to show that \vith fair employee abuse simply because Wal-Mart does underpay many let my co-workers and I leave
•
dents said if Wal-Mart, which treatment to their employees."
there are so many of them and of their employees, making
it until the store was completely in
grossed over $10 billion last
Not everyone is so quick to some may fall through the difficult for those to support order. I did not always get paid
year according to Yahoo News, accuse Wal-Martofbeingthe bad cracks because they are under families.
Walmartsucks.com for those extra hours."
Signonsandiego.com reportthey 1nore than owe it to their guy. Professor Colson 1\1rner, poor management," Turner said. reported that Wal-Mart sales
e1nployees to provide a 30-n1in- who teaches business 1nanage- "However, the extent of these clerks are paid an average of ed "Wal-Mart declined to give
ute lunch break.
ment at Howard, said the public violations must be determined $8.25 an hour or about $13,861 an openjng statement, reserving
"That is not what's up," has a tendency to jump the gun in order to make a fair judg- per year, which is actually $800 its right to give one later. Its lawsaid junior film major David by pointing fingers and specu- ment. My mind will not be made below the poverty line for a fam- yers also declined comment
Johnson. "For them to be one of lating about issues.
until I see how this plays out in ily of three.
the biggest and most profitable
"It is easy to accuse a huge the courts."
"Many of my friends in high
',

Phones
Now
Ringing
Back

Cell Phone Hot Spots and
Sore Spots on Campus
BY DANYELLE HADAWAY

BY CHARLENE DRAYTON
Contributing Writer

Callers can now hear the
latest hit song from Ludacris,
instead of the traditional ring
when calling a friend. Cell phone
carriers recently started to offer
this new option called a ring
back tone.
The ring back tone,
which is known to T-Mobile customers as a CallerTune, originated as an exclusive T-Mobile
feature that allowed custon1ers
to purchase and download a
wide selection of songs, sounds
or sayings.
Once the CallerTune
is purchased, the customer's
callers would hear the selected
CallerTune while waiting for
their friend to answer a call.
The ring back tone has
several features sinillar to ring
tones. Many types of music can
be downloaded as a CallerTune,
including genres ranging from
hip-hop to rock, as well as voict!S
and Sound FX. Once downloaded, customers have the option of
custo1nizing the CallerTune for
certain people or certain groups
of people.
T-Mobile offers its customers two forms of payment:
a monthly fee of $i.49, which
would allow unlimited access to
tunes from its content library,
or $i.99 per CallerTune. Up to
eight CallerTtmes can be purchased and stored in the phone's
library at one time.
According to a T-Mobile
customer care representative
named Amber (T-Mobile policies do not allow representatives
to give last names), T-Mobile
originally based the concept of
CallerTunes on ring tones.
"It was originally based
off ring tones since people
started using the recording feature on their phones to record
music," Amber said. "T-Mobile
just played off that and came up
with CallerTunes."
T-Mobile's CallerTunes
sales have been doing fair-

tive, Tanya, who also declined
Michael Wtlson, sophoto give her last name, said cus- mon• English 1najor, agreed
tomers recei\'e good service that places outdoors, includVerizon
"never stops "24/'7" in the metropolitan area. ing the Yard, are the best place
working," T-Mobile guaran- She said \.Vashington, D.C. had to receh·e service. However,
tees "more out of life," Sprint to be well connected because it Wilson, a T-Mobile subscriber,
said he enjoys all around great
together with Nextel strive to is a major city.
"I can't tell you for sure signal from his provider. His
make "wireless better," and
that in every spot in every great reception n1ight be due to
Cingular "raises the bar."
But the slogans are just building you're going to be cov- a T-Mobile tower located near
words con1parcd to the actual ered," Tanya said later. "I mean Howard University on Quincy
signals picked up. Cell phone if you're in a building that has Street
"I love it," \\'ilson said, \\ho
carriers promis<:: excellent cov- hventy stories and you're on
erage in the area, but I Iowa rd floor nun1ber nine, and you're receives good signals in anothstudents do not always receive in the nuddlc of the building. er campus sore spot, ~leridian
I cant really say you ·will be Hill Hall.
top bar service.
"It may ha,·e to do \vith the
However, Verizon's "Can covered."
Lindsey, who is a Cingular type of stn1cture or the materiYou Hear Me Now?" campaign
rings true 'vith 90 percent of customer, does not agree that al used to build your dorm that
the country covered, accord- the signal only fails in those may be blocking reception,"
ing to sales representative, situations. Lindsey receives said T-Mobile sales representaRich, who would not give his poor connection more often tive, Walter, who only offered
his first name.
last name. Verizon is also the than not.
"Just ask me where I get
Sev ~r'll of the cell phone
only carrier with service working on the local n1etro, the reception. That'll be easier [to carri r representatives said
\Vash1ngton Metropolitan Area answer]," Lindsey said. "I get dropped calls can be caused by
it outside, only 1n open areas construction, bad weather, and
Transit Authoril} (V\71-lATA).
Sophomore
marketing where I can see the sky. That driving through tunnels.
major Ashton Wilson said she means the only time I have serloved her service with Verizon, vice is like 44 percent of the
because she receives signals time."
when underground.
"It works anywhere for 1ne,"
Wilson said. "I can get it in the
PunchOut." Wilson mentioned
the PunchOut, because it is a
frequent sore spot for reception
with most students.
Nia Lindsey, sophomore
electronic studio and photography major is not as lucky in
the on campus eatery. "Look-I
don't even have a signal,"
Lindsey said. "All I can do is
dial 91i."
Even though Wilson said
she enjoys cell phone service in
the Punchout, she complained
that she didn't have a signal in
the Human Ecology building.
Rich, a sales representative
for Verizon who could not give
a last name, adinitted no company can claim having a good
signal 100 percent of the time.
But the representative said,
"With the CD~1A that [Verizon
Wireless] use, our cell phones
speak to multiple towers at one
time so even when you are traveling or moving while using our
phones, you are less likely to
drop a call."
Jo·11111u1ntH t J•> 1.ar1t).A""I. Pho10 t<:.ditor
The Punch-Out and ilbrarles are sore spots to many stuCingular sales representaContnbutrng Wnter
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Cell phone callers can now listen to portions of a songs,
Instead of the tradltlonal ring, while waiting for an answer.

ly well since this feature
beca1ne available in Noven1ber
2004. According to Amber, 35
percent of all T-Mobile customers have purchased a CallerTune,
and these custon1ers are usually
between the ages of 16 and 27.
However, some feel that
CallerTunes have no place in the
professional field.
"I have a friend who
has those Ring back tones," said
junior 1nusic business major
Kimberly McFarlane. "I think
it's really unprofessional to have
potential employers call you and
they have to listen to 50 Cent
until you answer your phone.
Isn't it bad enough I have the
Franchise Boys playing every
time someone calls me?"
Others agree that hearing
music while trying to make a
call is an annoyance.
"For real, it's annoying to
have to sit through a played out
song while I'm calling someone," said junior niusic business major Jackea Scott. "And
then Lord help me if they don't
answer and I have to sit through
a whole. chorus on that person's
voicemail."
Those who do have
CallerTunes said it adds personality to their phones.

"I 1ike them because now
people get to know a little bit
about me when they call me,"
said sophomore electronic studio
1najor Courtney Fee1nster. "And
the best part is that people who
don't know about CallerTunes
hang up because they think it's
my voice mail so I don't have to
talk to them:
Although Fee1nster likes
some advantages of Caller1'unes,
she does receive complaints
about them.
"I get complaints fro111 1ny
friends who don't like the songs,
and I'm pretty sure if my grandmother calls she'll complain
about it too," Feemster said. "But
I can program it so that I can
have certain songs }>lay for certain people, or you could choose
the times that the CallerTune
would play. For example, I have
my CallerTune set to only play
after 8 p.m."
Feemster does advise people with CallerTunes to be cautious. "If you don't know who's
going to be calling you, then
you shouldn't have it on during
business hours because having
a mini concert on your phone
doesn't look too good to cn1ployers."

dents on campus, whlle the Yard Is a common hot spot.
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Franklin, a Howard Alumna Nano New for Students
FRANKLIN, from A1

.. . ........ . .

Franklin said the decision
to seek re-election was easier
to make than her initial decision to run 1n 2002. Reportedly,
Franklin was reluctant to enter
the race because of shyness.
Three years later, when
asked why she wants to run again
for mayor, Franklin sounds like a
seasoned political veteran, comfortable in her position and on a
mission to improve her cit} .
"I just felt like I was midstream in a nun1her of inittatives
that need to be completed, hkc
continmng to build Atlanta'
infrastructure and worJ ing
on homelessness in the city,"
Franklin said. Atlanta has high
poverty rntcs so we need to move
forward with some plans for the
elimination of poverty."
In addition to racking up
awards during her first tenn in
offic1:, Prankhn has amassed an
in1prcs ive record that she will
be judged on when Atlanta fl!) go
H

to the polls next year.
Franklin's administration
has balanced the city's budget,
in part, by cutting her own salary and staff, improved the cities roads through the use of a
"Pothole Posse," and has passed
some of the toughest ethics legislation in the state of Georgia.
Of all of her accomplishnll'nts, Franklin said her efforts
to bring back accountability to
city government are what she is
most proud of. Her efforts on
this front also fall in hne with
what Frariklin said she hopes
h r legacy will be once her political career has ended
"I want my legacy to be
one of honest government, progressive government that cares
.ibout the people."
Franklin said that the federal government must also work
to show a more compassionate
side, especially following its slo~
response to Hurricane Katrina.
She said that as a nation, the

United States has Mforgotten
our \alues - adding that she
supports an investigation into
\\hat went \\-TOng in Louisiana
Alabama and MissLsslppi.
"\\'c need a thorough 1nve.-,tigation about what went right
and what went ~Tong so that the
rest of us in the country know
and can learn how to help the
victims," she said.
Franklin was critical of
officials in the federal government, such as former head
of the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FE~l.\)
Mike Brown, who said that the
primary responsibility for e'<"aCuations lies with local governmen ts.
"There is no way possible
to evacuate a metropolitan area
like Atlanta without some federal assistance," she said. "There
is just no way to implement the
full evacuation of 4 million people on our own."

NANO, from Campus A 1

pletely skip-free playing,
works well with ~tac OS X or
\\'indows 2000/XP, onl) 1-5
o mces, charges and syncs via
USB cords and a i.5-inch color

LCD.
Tiara Hargrave, advertising
major, likes the new slim ''ersion
of the iPod.
MI think ifs cute, it's compact
and it's sleek," Hargrave said. Hit
also has more features than the
other iPods."
Kari Fulton, legal communications major, agreed '"ith
Hargrave.
'1'hat Nano is sexy,~ she
said.

Fulton did have some concerns about the petite size. -111
be scared that 111 lo!->e 1t [But]
it's so small it could .fit in my

purse_·
Students who own the older
iPod versions don't seem to
mind the ne" addition. Hrm not
mad that there is a new iPod, but
I wouldn't get a new one because
I have the older one: Hargrave
said. "But if I didn't have one I
would buy the new Nano: she
said.
Radio- T\' - Film major
Sunset Cornn, said the .Xano
isn't necessary and is just another marketing strategy for .i\pple
to increase profits.
~You gotta get more stuff;

ifs just a waste of money. Regardl~s of mixed feelings
about the updated version. the
~ano is -.elling out everywhere
from the Best Buy website to the
C;.rcuit City located in Arlington,
Ya.
Thai Barker, a legal commurucations n1ajor, attributes
the Nano's sales to great promotion. "I think it's really cute. It's
compact, but I don't think that
it is really necessary." Barker
said. HBut the) market it well.
Evel)-thing is about marketing. If
you market d product ,,elJ, then
)OU will get a great resp()nse ··
Prices for the iPod Nano 2
GB start at S199 and the Nano 4
GB start at $249.
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OOOHHH. Georgia are you serious.

Words From the EiC ...

Ray man. They dont have
anything about us in these
text books.

Jru,t the other da: a 24-yearold friend told nle that I was
young. l'\m' grantL'Ci, I an1 2i
)ears old, but I took offense to
this statement "\\'ell I am more
put together trun people who
are io years older than n1e," I
responded.
But she broucllt me back
down to earth \\hen she casually
stated, · yeah, but you're still in

college.-

State Legislatures Broaden History Lessons
When \\l' were grO\\ing up, most of t hl' textbooks
took us through I he san1L' rou tine year after ) car. \\'c heard
ahout Christoplwr Cohunhus,
'I11anksgi\'ing .111d the m.1ny
d1srovcries and l'ont rih11t10ns whites made
to A1ncrica. Even in
pn.'<.lo1ninatel)
hl,1ck
schools, there was a
11111lticulturnl
histoI}
void because the curriculun1 was set. When
Black Historv Month
ca1ne around there
was the quick spiel on
Martin Luther King .Jr.
and his "I II ave a I>reain" spel•ch
and a 4uick notl' about slavery.
Many African \rnerican stu·
dents becon1c so used to passing
over their own lustorv and the)
1niss a vital sourn• of self-cstL'Clll
and pndc. Every racial group in
this countrv dcsl'rves an arru·
rate lesson about their people.
~tan\
.. st.1tc legisl,1tures
arc in the proress of req1n1ping
their distrkt 's l'durat ion stnn-

dards.
A nl'W commission in New

York will examine whether the
"physical and psychological terrorisrn" against blacks in the
slave trade is being adequately

Our View:

car. An1ericans accept each other
without understanding each
other?
The only way to force people
to care about the history of those
who are different from then1
is to make them
involuntarily learn.
Minorities have not
always been thrilled
to
hear
about
European conquests
b ut their grades
depended on knowing the facts. We
can see the benefits
of having students
from kindergarten
up to high school learning about
social injustice. Textbooks will
need to be re·\\Titten and excellent sources of knowledge will
be tapped into. This will help
everyone better understand the
historical and current struggles
for tninorities.
Though it may not make an
immediate difference, expanding history lessons will benefit
Alnericans long-tenn.

We are pleased to know
the struggles and triumphs of other races will
be highlighted.

.

taught in schools, according to
a CNN article. The con1111ission,
appropriately named Alnistad,
1s delving into teaching practices
in n1any schools. Several states
have enacted similar agendas in
the past five years, according to
the National Conference of State
Legislatures and CNN.
\\'e think this is a step in
the right direction toward combating racial intolerance. How

Response to BLAGOSAH Article
\'inct.>nt S la·rr)
The 1gnor.incc and shodd) journalism Ill the .irtidc
on th(' Bl..AGOS \H (Ihscxunl
l.<'sb1an and l1a) Organization of
Stlldl•nts at Hu\\111cl) po-..ters chs111.1 ~ l'd llll' It \\,is st•nsat1011,1list
u111?,noring c.unpus d1"t'rep.1nc1cs
nnd exdud1ng 'I " fron1 non
Ill.AGOS f\ H post r defend rs
First. oppon nts ho\\ de th
dl•f)ing hn)ol·ri") To not protl'... t,
fr.1ternitic' and olhl•r groups' .llb
\aunt not---o-"d1' i1w. · ...cnu clild
\'RIUP"· The) have --on1eone s
·daughter doing thing ... 'ou don t
think sne ought.1," nnd eH~n u:.e
slang for orgn,,ms. But ,1 m.111',,
fal't' rnt'rt•h toud1ing ,111othcr
constitutes mo 1 dec.'l\" !'he c
organization' d n t JU
'c
their se'\-uaht) on t cir c \"C •
but also und~r )OUr dorm doors,
all on~r bulletin board", nnd on
polls.
And Hownrd "tudent don't
np them down, the) keep "hngers nnd sa' e the date for thnt
thong part) !
So, is tht• n' ersion rc.111) to
open sexunlit) ? :-:o. it i:; an a' ersion to Bl..AGOS :I.H's ''eanng
homosexualit) on their I \c
rhat must be the young 1 dy'
intent \\hen she ....\\'
ho1nose.xu•
a lily is e\'ery'' here
Since an) unbcctlc kno''
homosexualih• 's not nC\\, she
must indicate increased open-

ness about it as we grow more
tolerant. This harkens the anliquatt•<l 1.ll'ist platitude "There
\\lb u timt• ,-.hen the) kne\\ their
pl.\Ct'..
!'he ) oung gentleman put it
ht•st: "! Jllst don't want to see two
dudt•s hug~wd up." They \\eren't
''hat one might consider "hu~ed
up," but his re ponse shO\\s he's
JUst squeanush at the notion Its
n1orc honest than the p eudopurit.1ml·al humbug the "pastor"
offorcd.•ind it some'' hat owns
prejudice. But it also tnkes us
bal·k to first grade. ·c:cw, thats
nnst\ !"
Trul), 1t':. all just bigotry.
ilnd the lhlltop's failure to place
the .1rtidc in l'Onte'\t might per...unde non-llo"ard reader that
BLAGO~ AH 1 d1~tinctl) la-.chioti-- at u hoot "here one can
in das" somt'tin1es "ee .1 ~irl's
'
"p.nttn~ of the ways" ''here one
1ui!!ht e\lX!l't fabric. To he 1,ur.
comment... from non-BL.\GOSAH
'tudent' on boih .;;ide.;;, m1.:nt:on
of the first-da:s ratml·h on others' po,1ers, and a picture of une
JU'\taposed "ith the disputed
BL.\GOS \H t1yer .;;hould ha\e
been included
The omi-. ions failed audience b' not ...bo,,ing \\ h)
BL..\GOS \H nught ,,e,u its ...exuulit} on it-. slec,e. It'.; the ...ame
rea:.on the Kational O~ani:r.ation
of \\'on1en (~0\\') and the
Con~re-.,ional Black Caucu' wear

gendt>r and race on theirs. respectively Dominant society placed a
scarlet letter on them, and like
Hester Prynne and BLAGOSAH,
they sat in judgment of a hypocritical. self-righteous society's
prejudice and discrimination.
The Hilltop caved.
It's troublesome in light of
vour ballvhooed commitment
to "the student \Otce" and full
e:xpression. It evokes a shallo".
1lliteratc gay diatribe you published in your perspectives section last year.
Dedication to the holist1c 'tudent ,·oice. conscientious
journalism, and full expression
should be ,·alued and measured.
The\ shouldn ·t be "" orn on 'our
.,]ee\c" or fo~otten '' here either
route maxunizes controver.,1 .
You fo~ot full e::pression to
make n unilateral. snlactous ~a)
stOI). You ju... tified publishing
that editorial under unfettered
expre. 'ion. In eal'h ca...e. ) ou bit
the bait for the ta) controverS)
angle onl}.
l '<I\\ your editorial that wa~
distinct!) sympathetic only to the
child expelled O\er her parent'.,
le.-..bianisn1. It meriu ... ome prai.;;e
but you raise more quesuons than
commendations I don t uggest
)OU advocate for anyone in the
news, but don t b pla1nh l.lZ\ 1n
coverini: toda' ... exualil\ !>C.m·
dal simpl) becau'e fe\\ here \\ill
hold you accountable.

.

.

.

.

·Ibe cockiness that I an1
kno\"n to possess complete!)
faded with that one state1nent.
Everything that I worked towar&;
for three years, to show that I wns
an adult and ntote inature than
1ny peers, just dissipated "ith
that one statc111ent.
No" nty friend is an acco111plished individual. She graduated
fron1 high school early, is 1n the
top of her la" school class and is
one of the sn1artcst people that I
have ever n1et.
But at that 11101nent, with Ill)
pride shattered, I thought she was
the dwnbest per.-0n I k.nC\,.,
" I'm grown,- I kept telling
myself. " I mean, I am the editor-in-chief of the No. 1 collegiate
newspaper in tht• countI), and
I\ c got four phones because I
ain just that bus-y. I have more
responsibility than a person twice
1ny age ...
Then I realized that my friend
wasn't the dwnbcst person I
knew; her ,-..isdom exceeded her
years. I am not twice my age.
I am just a 2 i-year-old senior
in college. I have a se111ester and
a half left of irresponsibility, and
I am piling on the responsibility like nly 300-pound aunt at
·n 1anksgiving dinner.
As editor-in-chief, my life
seems to evolve around The
Hilltop. There is no break, no taking a day off and, as our motto
goes, lhe Hilltop has no sick
days." When friends see inc, I'm
always walking fast with a phone

attached to n1y ear or looking like
a crack head because Ill) eyes
are bloodshot fro1n lack of sleep.
Rarely do I gel a chance to just
hang out on the Yard or go see
a movie \\ith friends. t.ly days of
freedo1n arc quickly passing 1ne
by and I have yet to see a n1on1cnt
of it.
And unfortunately I am not
alone in 1ny quest to gro" up
and be an adult. In my )ears at
Howard, I have seen mytypefloating around the Yard. You have
seen the1n before. Their major
seems to be extracurricular <...m-ities. They have to be president or
vice president of at least five organizations so that they feel complete. 111ey have no life outside of
the walls of their particular organization. Friends, personal time
and that m)sterious thing called
school lx'ron1e a distant second
to all of their commitments on
campus. Instead of enjoying their
Howard experience and their last
moments of freedom, they stockpile every portion of their life with
work, work and more work.
As future leaders of America,

'' e

take tirne n t onl'.1- to
lead the 1na..sscs, but nlso to rest
our bodies and allo" a gradual
asl'ett-;ion into adult) ood \\'hilc>
Howard L' the tmmm.g ground
for our leadership. tt 1s also the
shelter blocking the downpour
of adulthood ancl n•sponsihility
from drenching us. It is great to
be in' ol"ed in acthitics on can1pus. but practicing ttn1e ntana,e;en1ent will alto" \ ou to cnjo} tht'
frivolous play of } outh and g1 O\\
into the responsibilit) of adulthood.
To in} friend \\ho so mnocently changed ID) hk \\1th her
thought-provoking and resounding words, I sin1ply say thank you.
To my staff inc1nbcrs (especially
Kevin Harris, Courtney Eiland
and .Jana Homt·
\\ho hm-e
stepped up to the plate and made
it :so I don't ha\• to n11cro-m.m
age, I say what would I have done
without you.
In conclusion, if you see me
walking down the street \\ith a
phone attached to 1ny ear, stop
me.Tell inc to put the phone do"'n
and enjoy my youth.
llllL'>1
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On-Screen Fashion Influences Day-to-Day Style
•

BY WHITNEY TEAL
Contributing Writer

nyone who saw the
chronically overstated
Jennifer Lopez at Fall
ashion Week looking
demure, understated and oddly
domestic on the arm of Marc
Anthony knew that fashion had
turned a corner.
From Marc Jacobs' knit cardigans to Diane von Furstenberg
sos inspired dresses featuring
fuller skirts, future fashion seems
t o be taking its cue from popular
television and film reels including
ABC's "Desperate Housewives"
and the recent remake of "The
Stepford Wives."
Fashion critics have labeled
this trend, which includes feminine, womanly shapes and classic pieces, "domestic or suburban chic" and give most of
the credit to the popularity of
"Housewives." But how much
does screen-fashion, whether
television or movies, influence
our day-to-day style choices?
"I don't think that it is so
much TV influencing fashion, as
it is the other way around," reasons sophon1ore international
business major Anleerah Harris.
Fashion experts tend to
agree with Harris; According to
fashion critics at theage.com.au,
"the 'woman' is back for next
winter in all her vampy, glamorous, grown-up glory." If this is
Photo ~urt'°'} ""'w.ttkbril.)t''\C~4V91
true, then televisions shows and Shows llke ABC's uber-popular ' Desperate Housewives' are having an impact on fashion, encouraging a 'grown-up' look for f all.
movies might just be reacting
to the Western world's desire to cil skirts, and round-toe heels is to become more popular... more the cardigan, they certainly look and I see everyone trying to
"grow-up" in their fashion choic- backed, in part, by the TV stars mainstream," says Latrice Jones, helped to popularize it, especial- be a little more preppy... Girls
Aniericans watch every week.
arc doing it with pearls and Aes.
a sophomore accounting major. ly for a younger generation.
''TV doesn't create fashion Though the popular suburban
~cardigans and pearls are
line skirts," explains Alexandria
But others believe that the
aggressive onset of pearls, pen- trends, but it does help them tales did not, officially, construct more associated \vith the preppy Fra nklin, a freshman fashion

merchandising major.
So, albeit drastically more
subtle, "Desperate Housewives"
is beginn ing to do for preppy staples what "Sex and the City" did
for name-plate necklaces, flower
pins and pointed toe pumps.
Upon further speculation,
that assertion does not seem
all that far-fetched. Were eight
year olds really begging to wear
multi-colored, striped tights
before they say "Punky" do it?
And were uoid, blonde "wings"
considered an Sos mus t-have
before millions of viewers saw
Farrah sport the 'do on primetime television?
Sophomore civil engineering
major Jomari Peterson definitely considers television to be a
major factor in trends. Peterson
says, "Recently, I've noticed a
change in the trends of women ...
I think that it could be due to
television because girls are sta rting to look inore feminine, more
girly."
Regardless of who influences
whom, 1n any of the styles seen
on Howard's cainpus would fit
equally well on Wisteria Lane.
"I'm really glad that the
more classic style has made a
comeback. It has always been
more my personal style... the
styles remind me of my grandmother and iny aunts, who were
very sophisticated,.. says Jones.
In the end, television and
movies have no choice but to
influence their viewers, in fashion and in every other capacity.
"'IV does have a niajor influence.
If you see something everyday,
you are going to try to emulate
it," Jones said.

Students Still Sketchy on Interracial Dating
BY YASMINE PARRISH
Hilltop Staff Writer

Derek Jeter, baseball superstar has been receiving hate n1ail
according to BET News because
of his preference in women.
Though the Anlerican society is slowly becoming a true
melting pot with different cultures and races of people interhvining, 1nixing, and creating
offspring, there still seems to
be sore spot when it comes to
romantic relationships behveen
black men a nd white women.
There is no more segregation and interracial marriage
has long been legal, but the
acceptance of black men being
ro111antically involved with
white wo1nen is still a heavily debated subject, especially
by black women. While there
is not much interracial dating
on Howard's campus, most students did have a strong opinion
about interracial dating between
black men and white women.
"I do have a problem when
black men date white women,"
began Laresha Ross, a sophon1ore human development
major, "if there are things that
we as the black community
need to handle as far as 'men
not being any good' or 'women
being no good' then we need to
l'nodll
tackle those issues as a whole. I New York Yankees shortstop, Derek Jeter, recently received hate mail warning him to stop datfeel like someti111es when peo- ing outside his race, despite the fact t hat Jeter Is blraclal.
ple date outside of their race,
t hey're avoiding some issue they dates a white woman it's like he and took his strength some- with a person that 1'1n involved
have with their own people as abandoned his own race."
where else. He left the black in."' Though Horne said th at he
opposed to tackling the issues
While Jeter, who is actu- wo111a11, who was there when he ne\.'e r intended t o date someone
at hand. And if we don't tackle ally biracial, is t he only celeb- had nothing and now still has wh o was not black, he did add,
the issues they'll only grow big- rity currently under attack for nothing."
"I find white women attracger while the welfare of our race dating white women exclusively
While it n1ay seem as if many tive, I see beauty in everyone
will fall by the wayside," said there are and have been lots of successful black 111cn are turn- but I'm not trying to get with
Ross.
black celebrities who have dated ing to white wo1nen to date and them. I think white wo1nen can
While t here were some stu- and inarried white women like "wife", there are 1nany that have be pretty but black won1en a re
dents like Ross who felt as if the Taye Diggs, Tiger Woods and stayed within the black com- beautiful."
only way for the black communi- actor \Vesley Snipes. The trend munity like Denzel Washington,
Interracial
relationships
ty to deal with its internal issues of successful black men dating Samuel L. Jackson, and Barack between black men and white
is to date exclusively inside its white women go far beyond the Obama, who all have black wo:nen may be the most conrace, a lot of students feel as classic Spike Lee Joint, "J ungle \vives. Many Howard men are tro;·ersial match compared to
though black men in some sort Fever".
not rushing to the 'white flight' black men paired with Latina
of way turn their backs on their
"You almost never see a either.
and Asian counterparts, in no
community when they date broke black man with a white
"I never have the intentions way is the end near for interwhite women especially.
woman, it's always the success- of dating a white girl," com- racial couples of any combina"[I don't like when black ful ones. It's like they get the n1entcd junior a rt major Brock tio:is. Black women have proved
men date white wo1nen] because house, the cars, and tl1e white Horne. "There a rc some con- themselves resilient throughout
t he inan is supposed to be the w0111an as if the white won1an is versations that are hard to have hi.story and \vill continue in the
figure head- the strength," a true sign that 'you have arrived' \vith so1ncone outside of your future no matter what the race,
said sophomore public rela- stated Redwood-Crawford." It race, like cultural issues, and color, or creed of their chosen
t ions major Ayanna Redwood- feels like the black man turned those are lhings lhat I want to be mate.
Crawford. "When a black man his back on the black woman able to talk about co1nfortably

Exercise R educes
Dementia Risk
People in their 40s and 50s
who get a half hour of exercise at least hvice a week may
reduce their risk of dementia
later in life by about 50 percent, says a Swedish study in
the journal Lancet Neurology.
The study of nearly 1,500
men and women also found
that this kind of physical achv1ty could reduce the risk of
Alzheimer's disease by about
60 percent in people who are
gcnetica11y prone to the disease,
BBC News reported
The findings have 1najor
disease prevention implications, the researchers said.
Previous research suggested that regular exercise may
help protect people against
den1entia. However, this is the
first study to exan1ine the longterm (two decades) impact of
exercise on dementia, BBC
News reported.

Clow ns Ease
Child1·ens' PreS urgery Anxiety
Clowns can help reduce
anxiety in children facing surgery, says an Italian study in
the journal Pediatrics.
Researchers analyzed the
stress levels of 40 children who
were about to have minor surgery. Half the children interacted with two clowns before
going into the operating room.
The clowns stayed \vith the
children, who were accompanied by a parent, while they
were given a general anesthetic,
which took about 15 minutes,
BBC News reported.
The clo"vns entertained the
children with soap bubbles,
puppets, magic tricks and gags.
The other children were
only accompanied by a parent
before the operation.
The researchers concluded that, overall, the children
in the clown group were less
stressed and anxious than the
other children. The clowns also
seemed to reduce stress and
anxiety a1nong parents, BBC

News reported.
However, some medical staff felt the clo\vnS interfered with normal procedures
and hindered the relationship
between the children and doctors and nurses.

Movies Distort
Sex and Drug Use,
Review Says
Popular movies offer irresponsible portrayals of sex
and drug use, says a study that
reviewed the top 200 films of
the last 20 years.
The study, in the Journal of
the Royal Society of Medicine,
fow1d that of 53 depictions of
sex in the reviewed movies,
only one 1nade n1cntion of condoms. That nlovie \., 'lS "Pretty
\Voman," BBC Ne ,.s reported.
That means that 98 percent
of sexual episodes in the movies
did not mention or show use of
any fonn of birth control. The
movies also had no depictions
of the consequences of unprotected sex, such as unwanted
pregnancies, sexually transn1itted diseases or HIV infection.
All depictions of marijuana
use in the movies were in a
"good" or "neutral" light, the
study said.
Overall, only one in four
n1ovies depicted such negative
health behaviors, like s1noking,
alcohol intoxication, unprotected sex between new par tners,
non-injected drug use and alcohol intoxication.
"The inovie industry influences the perception of billions
of people around the world,"
said study leader Dr. Hasantha
Gunasekera of the University
of Sydney.
"Obviously, we understand
that the movie industry is there
to entertain and make money,
and is not an instrument of
public health advice. But we
feel it is surprising that there's
no atte1npt to reflect safe sex
practices or the consequences of drug use," he told BBC
News.
Compiled by Erica Williams,
Life & Style Edito,.
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Redskins' 3-0 Start Gives Area Fans Excitement
BY DREW COSTLEY
Deputy Sports editor

The last lime .Joe Gibbs
started head coaching in the
NFL his football teain was at the
bottom of the barrel. And after
his first season with the team,
the Washington Redskins were
not much better, finishing with,
although markedly itnproved,
only an 8-8 record.
But Gibbs did not implode
as his patien0t• paid off. The
next season the Redskins went
8-1 in the strike-shortened 1982
season and won Super Bowl
XVII.

Now that Gibbs has continued his illustrious career that
placed him in the Hall of Fame,
he and his revamped coaching staff are writing the same
story again. Their 3-0 start has
Howard University Redskins
fans hopeful for the rest of the
season.
Although not viewed by
many experts as a huge win, the
Skins first victory of the season came in the forn1 of a 97 edging of the Chicago Bears.
The Redskins, who were 7-9 in
Gibbs' first season back, have
won their season openers the
last four seasons. But those
same squads have all gone on
to finish each of those seasons
with sub-.500 records.
It was when the Redskins
defeated NFC East rivals Dallas
Cowboys 14-13 in a last min-

ute victory that has had fans
abuzz. The win, which was the
Redskins' first victory in Dallas
since 1995, especially gave hope
to sophomore psychology 1najor
Jarell Myers.
"That game was the turning point of the season and it
will give then1 1nomentum to
go through the season and get
to the playoffs," said Myers,
whose love for the Redskins was
passed down through his father
although he is from Kingston,
Jamaica.
The win came on a ceremonial night for the Cowboys in
which many of the team's former
stars of the 199o's were being
enshrined into the Cowboys'
"Ring of Fame." Myers believes
it was the overcoming of these
menaces from the Redskins'
past only added emphasis to
their win.
He said, "Even if [the
Redskins] finish 3-13, they beat
Dallas at home when they were
honoring the old Cowboys players. It will probably be the most
e1notional win of the season."
Over the off-season, the
Redskins nlade major changes to their offense when they
traded last year's number one
receiver Laveranues Coles to the
New York Jets for the speedy
Santana Moss. The Redskins
then refused to renew the contract of number two receiver
Rod Gardner and replaced
him with former New England
Patriot David Patten. The nlost

l'hoco t'ourlt~) or Fri(

ilnportant change, though,
has been the starting of Mark
Brunell over forn1er first round
draft pick Patrick Ramsey after
the former Tulane standout left
Washington's grueling match
against Chicago with a strained
neck.
Sophomore
communications major and area native

BY CARYN GRANT

BY TIFFANY KNIGHT
Contnbuting Wnter

U

Besides maintaining a undefeated record, Brown has
also maintained a 3.0 GPA. The senior physical education major was named First Team All-MEAC last year.

his record is exceptional, his spent a month nnd a half
technique for vigilance is si111- studying Portuguese and
ple. "I go on the court and just playing tennis in Brazil. As a
try to win,·· says Brown.
dedicated pupil of the ga1ne,
As he oldest of seven kids he practiced whenever the
it comes as no surprise that weather permitted. "\\'hen I
Brown has been born \\ith \V-clS visiting Brazil, it was durthe ability to lead... He is a ing their winter, so it rained a
guy that leads by exan1ple, lot," he said.
he understands that success
\\'ith a look of hliss on his
con1es from hard work,·· said face Brown dcscrihcd Brazil
Strickland.
as being an 'eye opening expeBro\\n also illustrates a rience· that made him appreperson that is willing to go ciate his A1nerica11 lifestyle to
above and beyond according a higher degree.
to Coach Strickland. "Kenny is
Brown is hoping that one
the gu} that if you ask to run a day his tulent and athletic
n1ile will run t\\:'O," Strickland abilities will one day lead hi1n
said.
to a professional tennis tour.
To add to Brown's ilnpres- ''I hope to one day go on a
sive athletic achievements, he pro-tour, and maybe eventustill nlanages to maintain a ally teach tennis in Brazil.
3.0 GPA.
But until graduation,
During the 2004-2005 because of his refusal to lose,
academic school year, Brown Brown is focused on \\in\Vas awarded the College of nil~g. and going another seaArts and Sciences Lucy ~1oten son undefeated. "I hate to
Scholarship, to finance an lose ,,;th a passion, and I will
outstanding academic experi- always work on and off the
ence to Brazil.
court to outplay 111y co1npetiOver the sum1ner Brown tion," said Brown.
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Herbert Decarvalho Casey foresaw this switch at quarterback
and believes Brunell is defying
critics although he would rather
see rookie Jason Campbell start
behind center.
"I knew it was a good idea,
although I wanted Campbell to
be the starter. Brunell is doing
a great job. Brunell is running

the ball better and passing better than Ramsey. It's bacbvards
because many were beginning
to say he's washed up, I was saying it," said Casey, who is from
Silver ~pring, Md.
He
acknowledges
that
Brunell is not who he used to
be, though. He said, "Brunell
is not the Brunell he was in

Lady Bison Fall to GW, 3-0

a Tennis Player

2

l'hoco

Santana Moss who has 15 catches for 342 recei ving yards and two touchdowns has played a
major role In the Redskins' 3-0 start.

One-on-One with ...
s Angeles native,
Kenneth Brown is a
enior physical education nlajor, and
captain of the men's tennis
team. Brown is the oldest
of seven children and began
playing tennis ut the budding
age of 11 years old.
His father used tennis,
for h1n1 and his siblings, as
an outlet. "~ly dad stnrted us
playing, so that we \\Ould stay
off the streets," said Brown.
His father's instincts would
prove to be effective. As a
result of his nlethod, of the
seven children, the two oldest have received full athletic
scholarships to four year universities. Brown's 18-year-old
sister, Melanie currently plays
tennis at Prairie View A&M, in
Houston, Texas.
In high school Brown \Vas
a well decorated athlete. Four
years inn row, Brown receh·cd
1fVP honors. His goal \\as
always to secure an athletic
scholarship to a four year college or uni\'ersity.
Since attending Howard,
Brown's list of accon1plishments has remained astonishing. In the 2004-2005 season
Bro,,n re1nained undefeated in
the MEAC. Along with receiving a full athletic scholarship
to Howard, he is most proud
of his undefeated record.
During his sophomore
year, Brown received 11VP. In
spring of 2005 he also rccei\'cd
the honor of First-Teain All
Conference in the MEAC.
"Kenny is probably one
of the hardest working players I ha' c hnd here in 20
years," said Head Coach Larry
Strickland.
Coach Strickland spoke
of Brown with great pride,
recognizing that 1nany of his
acco111plishments have conic
fron1 his ra\v talent and con1n1itment to the sport. "He
has the will of a cha111p,'' said
Strickland.
A hard working, hu111ble,
quiet leader, Brown lets his
game speak for him. Although
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Jacksonville but he's the Brunell
[who] we need to score."
The Redskins lall st \ ictory,
a 20-17, overtime victory over
the Seattle Seahawks has niade
the Redskins' potential a much
debated topic in national sports
news. But is week four too early
to pick potential playoff contenders?
Myers does not believe that
it is, saying that the Redskins
wins in upco1ning conference
games against the Philadelphia
Eagles and the New'\ ork Giants
could garner \Vashington e,·en
more attention.
"If they win in their division
then that's going to help them a
lot in the eyes of the media and
on the national level because
have been terrible against division teams."
"So if they are ahle to come
out and beat Dallas again, beat
Philly at least once and beat Lhe
Giants people are going to start
turning their heads and looking
at the Redskins like they are a
good team that people have to
lookout for and they are going
to gain respect," said Myers.
Casey realizes that the
Redskins have a long road ahead
of them even though he is still
elated after the teams week two
victory.
-A real Redskins fan knows
that we have to play 16 games
but come on, we beat Dallas,
why can't we be hype," said
Casey.

?' SI

Asst. Sports editor

The Lady Bison volleyball team fell to the Colonials
of George Washington, 3-0
last night in a non-conference
match.
The Colonials entered the
match holding a 6-10 record
while the Lady Bison searched
for their third win of the season.
The Lady Bison began the
match with a kill by sophomore
outside hitter Morgan Maxwell
(8 kills). However, the Colonials
quickly took control of the gan1e
soaring to a 12-8 lead behind
the serve of libero Jessica Vesy
(2 service aces) and the net play
of middle hitter Abigail Hatter
Cs kills).
Howard junior outside hitter Kimberly Dexter and senior
outside hitter Yanne' Givens
tried to keep the Lady Bison in
the game, each contributing two
kills, but a long rally won by GW
gave the Colonials a 19-12 lead
and forced a Howard tin1eout.
Following the thneout the
consistent serving of GW's
Juliene McLaughlin and a fierce
kill by Janine Bro\m increased
the Colonials' lead to 10 point.
Howard's front row struggled to keep the Lady Bison in
the game, but the towering hitters of George Washington led
the Colonials to a 30-18 game
one victory.
The Lady Bison quickly took
a 4-1 lead behind the serving of
Mrua.vell to avenge themselves in
game two. George Washington's
Vesey and Lindsey Vernand
managed to pull the Colonials
within one point, but the Bison
stayed on top with kills fro1n
freshman hitter Janel Jan1es
and Dexter.
However, a GW kill tied the
game at 6-6. The Lady Bison
would never regain the lead.
Howard kept the game close
with kills from Dexter, Mrua.vell,
Givens, and sophomore middle
hitter Gabrielle Nicol.
George Washington's Br0\'111
delivered a round ofjump serves,
causing problems for the Bison
defense. The Colonials pulled
out to a 19-12 lead and forced a
Howard timeout.
The Colonials continued to
dominate after the timeout, taking a twelve point lead.
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The Lady Bison showed signs
of life when a kill by Dexter won
a rally, returning the possession
to Howard. But the intensity
of Colonial players Hatter and
Abigail Greenleaf clenched the
game for G\¥, 30-18.
Head coach Linda Spencer
said that passing was a problem
in the second game.
"[Passing] wasn't a problem
in the first game, so we didn't
think we would have to fix that
[during the second game],"
Spencer said.
"That wheel on the wagon
keeps getting broke,.. she said,
using an analogy she often us1·s
with the teain. "Every time we
fix one, another one breaks ·•
Game three began v•ith an
intense rally, changing possession six tin1es, that was ended by
a kill from George Washington's
Shannon Parks.
The Lady Bison recovered,
keeping the ga1ne tight with the
net play of Ja111es and Givens.
The duo combined for a block,
and Givens contributed a kill to
give Howard the point. James

followed with a kill of her 0\'111.
The Lady Bison took a one point
lead. The combination of net
play by the Colonial's Vernand
and middle hitter Kelly Kabbes
allowed George Washington
to run off eight straight points
behind the serve of setter Jessica
Buche.
A tip by Buche left the
Howard front row discombobulated, bringing the score to 19-8
and forcing Coach Spencer to
call a timeout.
Givens and Maxwell battled
at the net in a struggle to keep
the ga1ne close, but the Colonials
won the nlatch with n 30-16
game three victory.
Coach Spencer i>Ointed to
the team's hitting percentage as
one reason for the loss.
"We can't win g.1n1es with
hitting percentages at (.063),"
said Spencer following the
match. The Colonials finished
with a .302 hitting percentage
The Lady Bison return to
conference play when they host
the Lady Hor 11.. ts of Delawnre
State tomorrow at 7 p.m.

I· 1kt Photo

The Lady Bison have continued to struggle this season. The
team was dominated by the Colonials of George Washington
University, losing all three games by twelve points or more.
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The Hilltop prints
Hilltopics every
Monday, Wednesday
and Friday. The first
20 words are$6 and
.2 5 for each additional
word.

J/lUISlt by Ilte1ttirn~g,

Ladies ef

others Try A.C.T...
The lEnergy
Boosttin:g, Dirink
~h<U!t n$ A\Illl Nca1\t1u11na1]

~lpha (~hay>te1 .

'Apha 'KUJJ a
•t:tlj.?ha Soro11t1f,

Al l classifieds must
be paid for and
submitted seven days
in advance. Payment
acceptable by cash or
check. Any questions
please contact The
Hilltop Business
Office (202) 806-4749
or by emai l www.
hi lltopbusiness@yahoo.
com
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HUSA Presents:
Clean Sweep
Campus•
Clean-Up
October 8,
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Sign Up In the
HUSA Office
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HOMECOMING
DECORATING JOBS! HELP
Decorate the campus
with balloons ana earn

HAPPY 21 ST
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GEE,
SOMEONE
SHOULD
PAINT ME.
(COONIMUS MAXIMUS)

THE HILLTOP

$10/ hour.
Call Stan

(301)613-11088

